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Steel contains no bi-products and is 100% recyclable, making steel 

a sustainable material choice for your home. The design flexibility 

of steel ensures a seamless blend with all architectural styles, from 

the new home build to a contemporary renovation or historical 

restoration.

The structural integrity of steel ensures consistent and long time 

performance, with minimal maintenance required. Narrow sightlines 

maximise the opportunity for light to filter through your home whilst 

providing an elegant focal point.

Experience a touch of European luxury with Metro Lifestyle by Metro. 

A modern and sophisticated architecturally inspired steel-framed 

door collection that will elevate your space.

Designed with both functionality and aesthetics in mind, 

Metro Lifestyle doors are handcrafted to create a 

timeless appeal that complements all design styles.

Steel: The only choice

Metro Lifestyle
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Emilia Collection
The ‘Emilia’ range features a contemporary steel-frame door design that is 

suitable for any space within your home.

Available in a range of configurations and sizes, the Emilia doors are effortlessly 

distinct with an unrivaled elegance.



French Doors
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The Emilia French Doors are meticulously handcrafted to create a sense of openness.

Architecturally romantic with exceptional durability the Emilia French Doors combine 

aesthetics and purpose, making them the perfect addition to your home.



Single Doors
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The Emilia Single Door is a classic and chic design, that provides an exceptional 

architectural viewpoint within your home.

Carefully handcrafted, the Emilia Single Door delivers the perfect combination of 

functionality and elegance to any space.



Sliding Doors

The Emilia Sliding Door adds a touch of charm and style to small spaces. Expertly 

handcrafted to ensure exceptional durability, the Emilia Sliding Door is suited as a 

cavity sliding door or barn sliding door. This sleek steel-frame door combines style and 

convenience, making it the perfect choice for when space is at a premium.
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FLUTED

8 Our factory glazed doors comply with Australian glazing standards AS 1288-2006.

Modern and Elegant

Infuse your space with an abundance of light and a sense of airiness. Choose clear glass 

for seamless visibility or fluted glass for privacy and intimacy. Whichever your choice, 

Metro Lifestyle glass embodies the essence of sophistication and versatility.

CLEAR

Metro Lifestyle Glass
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Polished chrome lever door handle

Matte black lever door handle

Metro Lifestyle Hardware

Distinct and Enduring

Designed and manufactured in Europe, the Metro Lifestyle range of hardware is 

suitable for active doors, decorative and non-functional use.
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French Doors Single Door Sliding Door

Key and snib 
locking mechanism

Lever door handle 
(matte black)

Hinges and screws

Glazing (optional)

Door 

Measurement  

Glazing 

Options 

Frame 

Colour 

Paint & 

Finish 

Door Latch 

Height  

French 

Doors

1440mmW x 2040mmH

1440mmW x 2340mmH

1640mmW x 2040mmH

1640mmW x 2340mmH

Clear, 
Fluted, 
Unglazed

Jet Black
2-Pac Paint, 
Matte Finish

1020mm

Single 

Door

720mmW x 2040mmH

720mmW x 2340mmH

820mmW x 2040mmH

820mmW x 2340mmH

Clear, 
Fluted, 
Unglazed

Jet Black
2-Pac Paint, 
Matte Finish

1020mm

Sliding 

Door
820mmW x 2100mmH

Clear, 
Fluted, 
Unglazed

Jet Black
2-Pac Paint, 
Matte Finish

NA
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Inclusions

Specifications
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How to measure
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Equipment :  Tape or laser measure. 

Handy Hint :  Always measure the door opening rather than the door itself.

Measure inside the rebate of your door jamb, as this is where the door will fit. 

Width: Measure the opening width at the top, middle and bottom of the door 

opening*. Measure from left to right, inside the rebate.

Height: Measure the opening height at the left and right hand sides of the door 

opening*. Measure from the floor/threshold upward to inside the rebate.

* If there is a difference in measurements, take the smallest measurement.

Deduct 12mm from the tight width measurement and 12mm from the tight 

height measurement. This will provide you with the dimensions to determine 

your required door size.

Note: The tolerance deduction is dependant on the door jamb material and hardware - if you are unsure 

please seek clarification by contacting Metro Lifestyle or an industry professional.

for your new door

Tight width and height door measurement:

Actual width and height door measurement:



Cleaning Schedule

Care & Maintenance
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Steel is a naturally durable material 

which lends itself to being low 

maintenance, however regular care and 

maintenance of your steel frames is 

required.

It is recommended that all hardware, 

frames and glass undergo periodic 

inspections when cleaning.

COASTAL ENVIRONMENT 

Monthly

INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT 

Monthly

GENERAL ENVIRONMENT 

No longer than 3 monthly



Cleaning Instructions
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1. Clean using a mild non-abrasive detergent solution in warm water with a 

soft clean sponge or cloth. 

2. Rinse promptly with fresh water to ensure the cleaning solution does not 

dry on the surface.

3. Wiped dry with a lint-free cloth ensuring no water is left to pool in the 

framing or glazing edges.



orders@metrosteelwindows.com.au 

03 9354 1582

CONTACT


